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ABSTRACT 
The introduction part describes STOCHASTIC MODEL G in the context of the INFORMATION 

THEORY OF INSTRUCTION. It begins with a consideration of the STOCHASTIC MODEL G, followed by an 
informational analysis of the instruction process. It develops the concept of G OPERATORS and G 
PROGRAMMING, by which the fundamental structure of the DIDACTIC MESSAGE is made clear. There are 
also evaluations of the possibility for decoding the DIDACTIC MESAGE by the creative processing of the 
transformation matrix, which result from decoding of the elements of this fundamental structure. 

In the second part is calculus didactic interaction entropy creative conditioned of informative and 
formative interactions. The second part addresses the quantifying criteria for the instructors feedback. 

The third part demonstrates the Entropy of Didactic Creative interaction. 
The conclusions draw attention to the modes in which the study contributes to the information base of 

INSTRUCTION THEORY. The bibliography is selective, being limited to works related specifically to 
STOCHASTIC MODEL G. 

 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 Its known from precedent paper [9]/1-15, the existence of G operators as decoder 
mechanisms of didactic messages also its importance from the 60th years [9]/1. 
 The insufficiency or the total absence of didactic devices for using the didactic 
messages made the necessity of a special preoccupation in this direction [9]/4,5,6,8. 
 After 1971 the researches in this field were oriented especially on theoretical domain 
by the contributions on the theory of informational instruction [9]/10-15. 
 In paper [9]/14, was calculated the didactic informative interaction entropy H(E,C) 
= H(E) + H(C). 
 In the paper [9]/15, was calculated the entropy of C events for decoder of knowledge, 
conditioned by E events of decoder of explicative elements: 
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 In the present paper we will calculate the entropy of A events of creativity 
manifestation conditioned by the C and E events, also by the didactic, informative, 
formative, creative and concomitant interactions entropy. 
2. THE CREATIVE DIDACTIC INTERACTION ENTROPY CONDITIONED BY 
THE INFORMATIVE AND FORMATIVE INTERACTIONS 
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 After the debate of instructor message the trained has a reaction by feedback. Like 
we saw since now, the didactic message in its specific structure contained the explicative 
elements and the knowledge. The trained recognize this element every time, with its 
probabilities. In function of his creativity, every trained formulate one answer message, 
from where the instructor, if he has sufficient experience, can decoding some transactions 
which reflect the next: 

- The capacity of the trained to formulate methods. By other hand, the 
instructor have appreciate the knowledge of trained for his inventively to understand the 
new explicative elements in the order with the old explicative elements; e31 transition. 

- The capacity of trained to reformulate the theory. The capacity of trained to 
reformulate the old known in order of new knowledge, e32 transition. 

- Creativity or the capacity of the trained to formulate hypotheses.  The capacity 
of trained to correlate the new knowledge with the old knows, e33 transition.  

- The decoder of a creative feedback presents a high difficulty level, because it 
isn’t only a knowledge accumulation, is the product of a superior intelligence. 

A creative message represents three plains of decoders: 
1. EXPLICATIONS plain; 
2. The model of ABSTRACT KNOWLEGDE plain; 
3. The plain of structures which reflects the creativity.  

 The transitions, which results after the decoding of a CREATIVE MESSAGE can 
be, resume in the following STOCHASTIC MATRIX: 

 E C 
E e11 e12 
C e21 e22 
A e31 e32 

 The three levels of decoding aren’t independents, the E transitions conditioned the 
results of C events, also these conditioned the results of A events.    
 Using this reasoning for the calculus of H(C⎢E) entropy, we obtain: 
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 what means, we are near a complete system of events.  
 The three results of A events are realized each by 9 probability.  
 For each realization of a e2q result from C event are correspond a repartition with 
form:   

e31 E32 e33 

p31⎢2q⎢1w P32⎢2q⎢1w p33⎢2q⎢1w 
where w have three values 1<= w >= 3 for each 1<= q >= 3 
For these 9 repartition are correspond 9 entropies with the next type:  
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We have again aleator variables with the next repartitions: 
H(A!e2q!e1w           where for each  q        1<= q <= 3 
p1w. p2q⎢1w              and for each      w       1<= w <= 3 

the weight medium of this repartition is:: 
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Replaced in the last relation the H(A!e2q!1w ) entropy , we obtain the entropies of C and 
E events:  
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3. THE INFORMATIVE, FORMATIVE, CREATIVE AND CONCOMITENT 

DIDACTICAL INTERACTIONS ENTROPY 
We will calculate the concomitant events H(A,C,E) entropy, of EXPLICATIVE, 

KNOWLEDGE AND CREATIVITY ELEMENTS: 
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but:  pwqk = p1w.p2q⎪1w.p3k⎪2q⎪1w 

from the last two equations have result: 
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In the last relation the product: 
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for each value of w, because for every value of w are correspond three values for q, and for 
each values for q are corresponding three values for k : 
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For example, for w=1 and q=1 we have the next equality: 
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because its the sum of all probabilities of realization of results of e3k/21/11 events, conditioned 
by the realization of  e21/11  results. The sums which are result have the next form: 
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are equal with 1 too, because they are respectively the sums of e2q conditioned results 
probabilities. In this case the first element became: 
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what is not other then H(E)  . 
In the second element, the sums with form:: 
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are each equals with 1, because they are respectively the sums of  probabilities of e3k 
conditioned results. 

Therefore, the second term become: 
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that is H(C⎪E), the entropy of KNOWLEDGE decoding, conditioned by the EXPLICATIVE 
ELEMENTS decoding.  

The third term have the form which we obtain for conditioned entropy of creativity 
H(A⎪C⎪E) . 

Finally, results the ENTROPY OF STOCHASTIC MODEL G: 
 

H(A,C,E) = H(E)  +  H(C⎪E)  +  H(A⎪C⎪E) 
PRACTICALLY, the measurement of these entropy needs the contouring of e3k⎪2q⎪1w 

transitions with 27 contours with the follow form n3k⎪2q⎪1w , where for every k are correspond 
three values for q, and for every q are correspond three values for w.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 In the frame of these scientific events, this is the last from a lot of three papers, 
which preoccupations where to create the concordance between the DIDACTIC realizations 
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and other fields of knowledge. Also, the introducing of measurement in didactic 
interactions, with the transformation of quality in quantity, and the introducing of 
STOCHASTIC MODEL G, as a new method of didactic presentation.  
 
Annex: 
TABEL of STOCHASTIC MODEL G contours 
 
G   ↓ → E C A  
 w→ 1 2 3  
E  n11 n12 n13  
 q→ 1 2 3 w

↓ 
  n21|11 n22|11 n23|11 1 
C    n21|12 n22|12 n23|12 2 
  n2113 n22|13 n23|13 3 
        k→    

w ↓       
1 2 3 q

↓ 
  n31|21|11 n32|21|11 n33|21|11 1 
 1 n31|22|11 n32|22|11 n33|22|11 2 
  n31|23|11 n32|23|11 n33|23|11 3 
  n31|21|12 n32|21|12 n33|21|12 1 
A 2 n31|22|12 n32|22|12 n33|22|12 2 
  n31|23|12 n32|23|12 n33|23|12 3 
  n31|21|13 n32|21|13 n33|21|13 1 
 3 n31|22|13 n32|22|13 n33|22|13 2 
  n31|23|13 n32|23|13 n33|23|13 3 
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